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Explicit expressions are obtained for all the constraints which appea~ in the canonical formulation of the
field equations of general relativity and of electrodynamics.

A. GRAVITATIONAL FIELD
' "N a previous paper an explicit expression was ob-
~ - tained for the Hamiltonian of the gravitational 6eM
of general relativity. Anderson, Bergmann, and Pen-
6eld' have shown that constraints are introduced by the
cquRtlons of motion of thc 6cld Rnd have glvcIl R fUll
discussion for general types of covariant 6eld theories.
In this note we shall obtain these constraints explicitly
for the gravitational and electromagnetic fields, Our
expressions should, of course, be equivalent to [AB,
Eq (&4)j

The notation of [PS] will be used in a simplified
parameterless formalism' in which the parameters I', t
are chosen to match the space-time coordinates x', x'.
The following table indicates the correspondence be-
tween various quantities in the two formulations and it
cilablcs lls to carry ovci' directly tile results of [PS]:

The Lagrangian [PS (37)] of the gravitational field
ls glvcn by

L '(—=-g)—'(2g-g'"g"" g'—g' g"" 2g—"g"'g"
+g "g'"g")g-a.g"'(2,)

The canonical momenta [PS (38)j are

~""=l(acrid(t .+dr/dg") =—l(—g)'*(2g"g"g""
+g/c4gcccgccp+gs4g/csgap 2gccpgnsgs4

2gang sccgP4 2gasg nsgP4+ 2gcs j4gPI'gs4) g (3)

The Hamiltonian density [PS (43)l is defined by

H=—x &g p
—J.

Applying the recipe (I) to the results of [PS III (8)j
we 6nd'
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formalism [PSj

CfPv i CIJtvl s
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formalism

govt' gvv. s

~4 i PIIfV=Cf '4

0 ~~)

4. g44

where p' vanishes in the weak sense, and h and f' do
not involve the velocihcs 0„„.The Hamiltonian density
H is now no longer weakly zero, but it is still weakly
independent of the velocities. ' The expressions in (5)
are given by

(I) rts= &s4 1 ( g)){2gasgcc4gp4 2ga4gp4gss

g"g'g'+g —pg"g")g p =0 (6)

(g") 'g'(2g-—, p g-p, .)—
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I =s(g") '( g)
—'(2g-.g —g-pg-")~'~""—

+ (g44)-r(2gp4~as 2gps&a4 gs4~ap)g

+(g") '( g)'(x(g'g" —2g-g')—
X(g44gcnn gcnsgn4) ga4gp4gsncgcn ga4gpsgccngn4

+ rga4gpsgc4gcnn+ tgancgp4gc4gcn+ rga4gpngsncgc4

+3,gangpsgcncg44}g p g (g)

4 "Strong" equations (=—) remain valid after performing a
variation, where the "coordinates" g„„,g„,, „

the "velocities"
g&„,and the "momenta" x"" are varied independently —in par-
ticular, independently of (3). "Weak" equations (=) do not re-
main vahd after such a variation. It is important for the present
theory that the transition from (4) to (5) be in the strong sense.

~ P. A, M. Dirac, Can. J. Math. 2, 129 ($950).
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[g.p, ~"]—=—,'(~. sp+s. ~p )~,

[g.p, „~'»"]=,'(b—.»—bp "+b."8p») 0„ (10)

Where g p=g p(X), 1r'»"=—1r»"(X'),

s—=s(x—x') —=s(x1—x")~(x'—x")~(e—x'&),

and b,=85—/Bx' Th.e equation of motion of a function or
functional F of the canonical field variables is

The nonzero Poisson brackets between pairs of the
canonical variables g p, g p, „x""are

x'—=—4(g") '(—g) 'g'(2g. ,g-—g..g..)~"~""+~-~

+ (g44)
—I(~»s(gevg44 greg v4)

1~»v(gssg44 gsege4) }g
+l( g—)'&(g") 'g"L g—'g""g"'g"
+1(gapg»v 2ga»gpv)(grsg44+, gregse)

+g"'g"(2g'"g"" g—'"g"")
+gaegv4(gprg»s gp»gre gpsg»r)

+ga»g44(gpsgvr+ 2gprgvs) ]
+g "Lg'(g"'g"' 2g—""g")+g"(g'"g' 2g—"'g"')

+g "(g'"g" 2g'—g"')]}g p g

+l ( g)'(—g'(g'g"' 2g —"g')
+g'"(2g'g' g'—g")}g-p-, (»)

F=[F,~], (11) Integrating (16) with respect to x', the second term
drops out and (15) becomes

where 3C is the Hamiltonian x'=0. (18)

K=— IIdx, (12)

and where dx=—dx'dx'dx', the integral being taken over
the 3-surface x'—=constant. Equation (11) is the canoni-
cal form of the classical field equations.

Since the weak equation p'=0 must remain valid on
all 3-surfaces x4—=constant, we must have

According to the general theory of [AB], further con-
sistency equations x'=0 should be satisfied automati-
cally by virtue of P'=0, x'=0, and should therefore
not give additional p-equations.

B. COMBINED GRAVITATIONAL AND
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

The electromagnetic field variables are the potentials
.4„and the Lagrangian is now

et' =[1t,K]= ([p', h']+[@', ~,'1t' ]}dX'=0. (13) Where
L=L, ~( g)~F —F»"— —

F,=—A „—A„F~"=—g"g"~F.&

(19)

(20)

These equations are not satisfied identically, and so
lead to new constraints, the x-equations of Dirac~ or
the secondary constraints of Bergmann. '

A direct calculation shows that

where ~ is the gravitational constant, and where Li is
the Lagrangian (2) of the gravitational field. The
momentum variables m &" conjugate to the g„„remain
unchanged and are given by (3). The new momentum
variables conjugate to the A„are

~»= 4~( g) 1F»—4— (21)

and therefore The Hamiltonian density is obtained immediately
by applying the recipe (1) to the results of [PS III (C)]:

by (6) and (14). Thus (13) reduces to

"[y,k']dx'= 0. (15)

where P' and P. are still given by (6) and (7), and

y=~4=0,

p= ga4(g44) —lg

(23)

(24)

Again, direct calculation shows that

[4,h']=x ~ —(~" +l(—g)'Lg"(g'g"' —2g "g')
+ger(gapgs4 2ga4gps)

+g"(4g"g'" 2g'g"')]g-p }~—' (16).
where use has been made of the weak equations p =0.
In (16), 8„'—=88/Bx'", and . [4., 4']=0, [4, 4']=0, (26)

h—= h1 —(811)
—'(g")—'(—g)

—
&g pn' p1r

+ (g44)
—1(gae~s gee&a)g

211(g44)
—1( g) s(g44gangpm g44gapgrnn

2gangpegm4+gapgm4gn4+gmnga4gp4}g g (25)

where h1 is the expression (8) for the gravitational field.
We demand that et =0 and /=0. Since (14) remains

valid and also
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these conditions reduce to (15) and

)I Lgv h'jdx'=0. (27)

This last equation immediately gives the p-equation:

(28)

We must remember that the 74 in (15) is now given by
(25). Therefore the expressions that are given by (17),

and which we shall now denote by p, ', do not vanish
v eakly. Instead we obtain the p-equations:

s+ (16K) 1(g44) 1( g) )gs4g &vn4rn

+ 1(g44)—1(ga4gn4 gsng44)F ~vn

X(g44)
—1( g)sgs4{gnvgrsg44 gSsrgvsg44

+2gn4gvsgr4 gnvgr4gs4 gss4gv4grs)g g —0 (29)

According to the general theory of LAB] there should
be no other p-equations.
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The disintegration of Cs"' (30 min) has been studied with the help of a magnetic lens spectrometer
and a NaI(Tl) scintillation spectrometer. Cs"' decays to both Xe"' by positron emission and E electron
capture and to Ba"0 by negatron emission. The end-point energy of the positrons is 1.97 Mev and of the
negatrons 0.442 Mev. Since no gamma-rays other than annihilation radiation were observed, it is assumed
that the disintegration leads to the ground state of both Xe' and Ba" .

I. INTRODUCTION

~ 'HE disintegration of Cs"' was studied'with a view
of getting some additional information on the

energy levels of Xe"'. Information exists' on the levels
of Xe"' Xe"' and Xe"' which has been obtained from
the study of the decay by beta-ray emission of the
appropriate iodine isotopes. The spectrum accompany-
ing the disintegration of I"' was investigated by
Roberts, Elliott, Downing, Peacock, and Deutsch' from
which the energy levels of XeI3o were obtained. The
disintegration of I"' gives rise to gamma-rays of energy
0.417, 0.537, 0.667, and 0.744 Mev. The gamma-ray of

energy 0.417 Mev was shown to arise from the two most
highly excited levels of Xe"' but the remaining three
gamma-rays are in cascade and, to date, it has not been
determined which of these gamma-rays arises as a result
of a transition from the first excited state to the ground
state. The present work was an attempt to determine
the energy of the erst excited state of Xe"' from a study
of the disintegration of Cs"' which decays, in part, by
positron emission and orbital electron capture to Xe"'.
This hope was not realized since, as we shall show, the
disintegration of Cs"' does not lead to an excited state
of Xe"'. However, the present work has shown that
Cs"' decays to Xe"' by positron emission aIid orbital
electron capture on the one hand and to Ba" by
electron emission on the other. In addition, certain

t Supported by the joint program of the ONR and AEC.
' A. C. G. Mitchell, Revs. Modern Phys. 22, 36 (1950).
~ Roberts, Elliott, Downing, Peacock, and Deutsch, Phys. Rev.

64, 268 (1943).

conclusions concerning the configuration of Cs"'have
been obtained.

Fink, Reynolds, and Templeton' produced a caesium
activity, whose half-life is 30 min by the bombardment
of P" with alpha-particles. They reported that this
activity emits x-rays and gamma-rays of about 0.5-
Mev energy.

II. PREPARATION OF SOURCES

Resublimed elemental iodine, free of bromine and
chlorine impurities, was used as the target for bombard-
ments. The iodine was pressed into a copper target,
which was water-cooled, and covered by a palladium
foil 0.0005 in. thick and was bombarded by the 23-Mev
alpha-particle beam of the Indiana University cyclotron.
This thickness of palladium was calculated to be such
as to slow down the high energy alpha-particles in the
cyclotron beam to an energy for which the a-2e reaction
should be very improbable. The targets were bom-
barded at low beam intensity to keep the iodine from
overheating.

The active caesium was separated in the following
manner. The iodine was washed oG the target with
CC!4, and the caesium and any other soluble salts were
separated by extracting with a small amount of 1
normal HC1 to which a small amount of caesium and
heavy metal carrier had been added. Since some cad-
mium and silver activities can be produced in the
palladium cover and can be driven into the iodine target,
cadmium was used as the heavy metal carrier. The

I Fink, Reynolds, and Templeton, Phys. Rev. 77, 614 t'1950).


